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1 Problem Description

The goal of the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is to find the
longest subsequence that is common to each member of a given set of sequences.
LCS is useful for making comparisons and finding differences. The LCS prob-
lem is NP-hard for an arbitrary number of inputs, but is O(n2) for two inputs,
which is the problem we will solve, using an adaptation of the traditional dy-
namic programming algorithm. Since a problem that can be solved by dynamic
programming tends to easily be broken down into subproblems, the longest
common subsequence problem will work well as a parallel program. [3] [2] [1]

2 Programs

Both the sequential and parallel programs will accept the same input and pro-
duce the same output. The input will be two lines of text which are the two
sequences for which to find the LCS. The output, on standard output, will be
a single line consisting of an LCS of the two inputs. The output, on standard
error, will be a textually-represented integer giving the number of milliseconds
during which the program ran.

2.1 Sequential Program

For each pair of input strings, x and y, a matrix C will be filled in. The
dimensions of C are (|x|+ 1, |y|+ 1). All cells C0,j and Ci,0 are initialized to 0.
The remaining cells are filled in by diagonals which parallel the one from C|x|,0

to C0,|y|, with the first such diagonal consisting only of C1,1 and the last only
of C|x|,|y|. Since this program will be sequential, each cell will be individually
calculated before moving on to the next.

The sequential program will be run with the command java LcsSeq <

in.txt > out.txt.

2.2 Parallel Program

For each pair of input strings, x and y, a matrix C will be filled in. The
dimensions of C are (|x|+ 1, |y|+ 1). All cells C0,j and Ci,0 are initialized to 0.
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The remaining cells are filled in by diagonals which parallel the one from C|x|,0

to C0,|y|, with the first such diagonal consisting only of C1,1 and the last only of
C|x|,|y|. The cells of any such diagonal depend only on the cells of the previous
two diagonals, so all the cells of a diagonal can be calculated in parallel.

The parallel program will be run with the command java LcsSmp < in.txt

> out.txt.

3 Metrics

For two input strings x and y, the problem size N = |x| · |y|. Let Tseq(N,K)
and Tpar(N,K) be the sequential and parallel running times for a problem of
size N on K processors, and let Nseq(T,K) and Npar(T,K) be the sequential
and parallel problem sizes that can be solved with a running time of T on K

processors. The metrics we will report are:

• Speedup(N,K) =
Tseq(N,1)
Tpar(N,K)

• Efficiency(N,K) = Speedup(N,K)
K

• Sizeup(T,K) =
Npar(T,K)
Nseq(T,1)

• SizeupEfficiency(T,K) = Sizeup(T,K)
K

• EDSF (N,K) =
K·Tpar(N,K)−Tpar(N,1)
K·Tpar(N,1)−Tpar(N,1) , the experimentally-determined se-

quential fraction
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